一、文意字彙
1. Australia is a popular ___ for international students. (A) desperation (B) destiny (C) destination (D) despondence
2. I got my high school ___ and planned to get into a good college. (A) campus (B) administration (C) diploma (D) faculty
3. Use public ___ if you find driving a car inconvenient. (A) transportation (B) transcription (C) transformation (D) transparency
4. Since the 1920s, Hollywood has become the home of many film ___. (A) stands (B) ranges (C) casinos (D) studios
5. ___ are usually left by customers in restaurants to say thank you to the waiter or waitresses for their good service. (A) Money (B) Tops (C) Bonuses (D) Tips
6. With its inexpensive and high quality commodities, Hong Kong is a shopper’s ___. (A) clinic (B) shelter (C) paradise (D) gallery
7. ___, there are over 17,000 licensed taxi drivers working in Taipei. (A) Currently (B) Passively (C) Accidently (D) Hopefully
8. Shopping in the markets can be a lot of fun but remember to ___! (A) steal (B) purchase (C) order (D) bargain
9. Taiwan has everything a tourist could want. You ___ it, Taiwan has it. (A) mention (B) name (C) tell (D) talk
10. The watch that businessman is wearing is a ___ Swiss make. (A) faithful (B) realistic (C) genuine (D) practical
11. An argument is ___ because they dislike each other. (A) impossible (B) indifferent (C) inefficient (D) inevitable
12. He can’t afford to have much time with his family because his job ___ him to travel a lot. (A) requires (B) investigates (C) determines (D) enjoys
13. English is spoken differently around the world. One ___ of English is Australian English. (A) creation (B) brand (C) variety (D) section
14. Drug addicts often ___ crimes such as robbery in order to get money to buy drugs. (A) conclude (B) commit (C) command (D) commute
15. Many people attended the speed dating evening; totally there were around 200 ___. (A) participants (B) assistants (C) demonstrators (D) protesters

二、句型結構與片語
16. Do you think we’ll find a solution ___ the problem? (A) for (B) of (C) in (D) to
17. There was an accident this morning. A bus crashed ___ a car and the driver was killed. (A) up (B) into (C) for (D) with
18. By the time we get to the shops, they ___ (A) are being closed (B) were to close (C) will be closed (D) are close
19. I don’t like Paula. She talks ___ she knew everything. (A) as if (B) even though (C) in
spite of (D) as well as
20. Ann's hair color is the same ___ mine. (A) as (B) to (C) against (D) along
21. The teacher asked me a lot of questions, ___ I couldn’t answer. (A) more or less (B) most of all (C) most of which (D) more than ever
22. I know someone ___ parents used to work in the Presidential Office. (A) who (B) which (C) whose (D) of whom
23. Living in London, Jane had to get used to ___ on the left. (A) drive (B) drives (C) driving (D) driven
24. The President was ___ when he heard the terrible news. (A) astounding (B) astonishment (C) astonishes (D) astounded
25. Ouch! I just ___ my finger and it’s bleeding. (A) am cut (B) cut (C) am cutting (D) will cut

三、克漏字填充（從四個選項中選出一個最適合的字詞填入空格中）

Part A: Entertainers Ronald Cheng and Charlene Choi were very low-key in order to ___26___ their romance. Recently the two held a joint press conference ___27___ that they had registered for marriage in Los Angeles in 2006, and they were very happy after marriage. However, they also expressed that they are now choosing to ___28___ because they understand each other, and are currently undergoing divorce proceedings. Most entertainers choose to be very low-key when it comes to their ___29___. It really was surprising for them to ___30___ announce their romantic relationship and then announce their divorce.

26. (A) protect (B) resist (C) protest (D) experiment
27. (A) continuing (B) consisting (C) admitting (D) demanding
28. (A) damage (B) separate (C) replace (D) commute
29. (A) disciplines (B) relationships (C) pleasures (D) romanticism
30. (A) surely (B) rarely (C) fortunately (D) suddenly

Part B: Recently, an unscrupulous person disposed of waste oil in the famous Kao-Mei wetlands in Taichung County. The oil pollution damaged around one thousand square meters of wetland in the ___31___ area. The originally clear local wetland now has a thick layer of oil pollution, causing the animals and plants to ___32___ oxygen deficiency, and face a serious ecological calamity. Recently, environmental protectionists and the national army have been dispatched ___33___ clear the local oil pollution. The police are also ___34___ and trying to find the person ___35___ for this.

31. (A) constipation (B) conservation (C) conversation (D) convention
32. (A) surpass (B) suspect (C) survey (D) suffer
四、閱讀測驗

Part A: People who travel a lot by plane tend to have jet lag. It's the condition one encounters after long flights. But the length of the flight is not the most important factor. The most important factor is how many time zones you cross. People can suffer jet lag just crossing the United States (three hours' time change) but would be much less affected by a north-south flight of the same period. Your pre-flight condition is also a factor. If you are not fit, rested and healthy, you will probably suffer more jet lag than others on the same flight.

36. What's the main idea of the reading? (A) Why people suffer jet lag. (B) What people should do if they had jet lag. (C) How to prevent from jet lag. (D) How to recover from jet lag.

37. Which of the following is NOT a factor of jet lag? (A) Long-hour flight. (B) Nonstop flight. (C) Traveling between time zones. (D) People in poor health or feeling tired.

38. What does "the same period" mean here? (A) Until the last minute. (B) As soon as possible. (C) At the same time. (D) The same amount of time.

39. What can we say according to the reading? (A) The longer your flight is, the more terrible the jet lag is, even if it's a north-south flight. (B) People tend to have worse jet lag if they take a jet plane. (C) The length of the flight doesn't necessarily mean jet lag. (D) If one takes a nap before boarding the plane, it won't help to fight against jet lag.

40. Who is going to suffer jet lag most? (A) People who travel short distance. (B) People live in western countries. (C) People who travel from Taipei to Singapore. (D) People who live in New York and fly to L.A.

Part B: Talk shows have remained popular in the U.S. for a long time. From morning till mid-night, there are all kinds of talk shows for you to watch on TV. Some talk shows are quite positive, and they have encouraged their viewers a lot. People like to watch them because they make them feel better about life. Some talk shows, on the contrary, are very negative. The host or hostess tends to choose a very bad topic to discuss on the show. They don't mind the negative effects they may bring to the viewers. As long as people watch their show, they will pick the wrong things to talk about on TV.

41. What's the best title of the reading? (A) Shows That Make People Laugh (B) Talk Shows: Good or Bad For You (C) Talk Show Topics (D) What Makes a Good Talk Show Host

42. What can we learn from the reading? (A) When talk shows became popular. (B) When
there are reruns of talk shows. (C) What kinds of people like talk shows. (D) The influences of talk shows.

43. According to the passage, ___. (A) talk shows are shown only in the midnight (B) talk shows have no commercials (C) some people like to watch talk shows because they are encouraged by them (D) talk shows can't be romantic

44. As used in the passage, the word "negative" means ____. (A) bad (B) embarrassing (C) boring (D) empty

45. Talk shows help people a lot ___. (A) as long as they watch the shows with their family (B) no matter what topics the host or hostess picks (C) because they can share others' experiences (D) if they attend the show themselves

Part C: The Academy Awards, also known as the Oscars, is the oldest and most famous film awards show. The awards have been presented every year since 1929 by a non-profit professional organization - the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, based in Beverly Hills, California. Like any other awards, the top nominees and winners do not necessarily reflect the greatest works that movie history has to offer. Many excellent films did not win Academy Awards and in some cases, were not even included among the nominees. In addition, top box-office films don't always promise awards success either. And certain film types (notably Westerns, science fiction, and comedy) as well as independent films are not represented in balanced numbers throughout Oscar history.

46. For how many years have Oscars been awarded? (A) Over a century. (B) Long before the year 1927. (C) Less than eighty five years. (D) Twenty nine years.

47. What's the best title for the reading? (A) Westerns V.S. Science Fiction. (B) Who Deserves an Oscar? (C) The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. (D) The Dark Side of the Oscar Winners.

48. A 'nominee" probably means the person who __. (A) stars in a film (B) plays an important role in a movie (C) votes to decide who should be awarded (D) has been suggested for an important prize

49. The author suggests that ___. (A) not all Oscar winners deserve the credit (B) many excellent films should not have been included in the nominees (C) the better a film sells, the more chance it has to win the Oscar (D) the Oscar was set up by some movie lovers

50. According to this article, which of the following has probably gotten the most Oscars? (A) Comedy. (B) Westerns. (C) Romance. (D) Science fiction.